Lamp Supporter Instructions

**Notice:**
- There are two different transparent acrylic stands in this bag, one has two legs, the other has one leg. These stands are used to support the lamp, please choose the correct one before installation.
- This LED lamp is 360° rotatable, please adjust the lamp and make sure the lamp surface with LEDs is facing the required direction.

**Instructions for two-legged stand (as shown in Figure A)**
1. **Step 1:** Screw the lamp into the socket tightly, then adjust the lamp slightly, making the LED side of the lamp face downward.
2. **Step 2:** Fix the two-legged acrylic stand onto the bottom of the lamp.
3. **Step 3:** Cut off the excess part of the stand.
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**Instructions for one-legged stand (as shown in Figure B)**
1. **Step 1:** Screw the lamp into the socket tightly, then adjust the lamp slightly, making the LED side of the lamp face horizontal.
2. **Step 2:** Fix the one-legged acrylic stand onto the bottom of the lamp.
3. **Step 3:** Cut off the excess part of the stand.
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